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Details of Visit:

Author: burt
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 30/05/2007 1pm
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 400
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: @Pashaescorts For Elite London Ladies
Website: https://www.pasha.co.uk
Phone: 07772161816
Phone: 07772161816

The Premises:

Both Giselle and Vivien live together in a great self contained basement flat in a quiet part of Earls
Court. They are less than 5 min walk from the station. As previously reported on Giselle, the shower
facilities are good and a fresh clean towel is provided.

The Lady:

Giselle is blonde, and wonderfully shaped. Has an arse to die for. This is my first time seeing Vivien
and she is just a a little brunette hot cake. Wow, tanned skin, wonderful shape, petite and breasts
that are so wonderful. Both girls are amazing Brazilian beauties and can speak very good English.

The Story:

Caroline at Pasha was great as usual. Previously book Rafaella but she canceled on the day (2nd
time doing this to me), I wanted to see the Latin duo so made a plunge for it.

Just an amazing experience with them both. They work together very well but are not bi-sexual so
do not get off on each other.
Was all a blur but I recall amazing kissing from both girls, oral from both, taking it in turn, whilst the
other breast massages my chest and providing sensual kissing.

My hands were deep below rubbing their pussies and trying to stimulate them.

Both were wet naturally and they were very much enjoying this. At one point Giselle took my hand
and led it down to her pussy for some good fingering.

Whilst I was head deep in Vivien's breasts, Giselle mounted me in Cowgirl and rode me slowly and
deep with pleasure.

We swapped positions with me taking Giselle from behind and then I lost control and came.

I was so gutted as I am a cum once guy and I did not even have a chance to experience Vivien nor
both from an anal perspective.
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On my first visit to Giselle I had some issuse but they are totally gone now as the second visit was
just great. Vivien is amazing and I would love to meet her alone one day soon.

If you can handle the Latin passion, then these two are for you. They work very well together,
somehow anticipating the other and moving around each other providing full on interaction with
yourself. Very sensual and a great duo GFE.

If I had the cash I would go back and see them both today. Wow great experience only dampened
with my inadequate sustainment
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